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We discuss the discordance between the estimated values of the cosmological parameters from
Planck assuming the concordance ΛCDM model and low-redshift measurements. In particular,
we consider the Hubble constant mismatch between Planck temperature constraint for the ΛCDM
model and the Riess et. al. [1] local measurements as well as the discordance between the estimated
value of S8 from Planck and some weak lensing surveys such as Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS-450)
and Dark Energy Survey (DES) observations. The discordance can come from a wide range of non-
standard cosmological or astrophysical processes as well as from some particular systematics of the
observations. In this paper, without considering any particular astrophysical process or extension to
the standard model at the background level, we seek solely to project the effect of these differences
in the values of the key cosmological parameters on to the shape of the primordial power spectrum
(PPS). In order to realise this goal, we uncover the shape of the PPS by implementing the Modified
Richardson-Lucy algorithm (MRL) that fits the Planck temperature data as acceptably as the case
of the standard model of cosmology, but with a Hubble constant consistent with local measurements
as well as improving the consistency between the derived S8 and σ8 parameters with estimations of
the weak lensing surveys.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq
INTRODUCTION
An intriguing discrepancy between the estimated val-
ues of the cosmological parameters from Planck CMB
measurements and some local observations has persisted
over the last couple of years. While measurements of
the Hubble constant from the local Universe is converg-
ing at H0 ∼ 73 km/s/Mpc with progressively narrower
errorbars [1–4], Planck CMB measurements consistently
estimate H0 = 67.8 ± 0.9 km/s/Mpc for the case of the
concordance ΛCDM model [5, 6]. On the other hand we
are also confronted with a discrepancy between growth of
structure measurements from weak lensing surveys such
as KiDS [7], CFHT [8], DES [9], HSC [10] and that de-
ducted from Planck CMB measurements as reflected in
the estimated values of S8 = σ8
√
Ω0m
0.3 . While most of
these constraints on the cosmological parameters from
different surveys are in fact model dependent estima-
tions and, in particular, assume the concordance ΛCDM
model of the Universe, the persistence of the discrepancy
has made it imperative to investigate and reveal the na-
ture of these disagreements. In fact, if these tensions are
real and become more statistically significant with fu-
ture observations (and not attributable to different sys-
tematics), we may be forced to seek physics beyond the
concordance model of cosmology that effectively require
exciting extensions or modifications beyond the current
model [11–13]. In this work we seek a modified form of
the primordial spectrum deviating from its conventional
minimal power-law form within the context of the con-
cordance model that satisfies different astrophysical and
cosmological observations and also alleviates the tensions
in the different estimations of key cosmological parame-
ters. We show that it is indeed possible to project the
discrepancies onto the form of the primordial power spec-
trum (PPS) and the reconstructed form of the PPS might
potentially hint toward some specific physics in the early
Universe. Nevertheless, the shape of the reconstructed
form of the PPS might prove to be a guide toward the
identification of some systematics in the pipelines of the
data reduction and analysis of Planck CMB data as well.
First we describe the formalism used for our analysis and
reconstruction, then we present our results and state our
conclusion at the end.
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2FORMALISM
The primary goal behind this work is to reconstruct a
form of the primordial power spectrum that results in the
same CMB observables of the best fit standard ΛCDM
model while also being consistent with substantially dif-
ferent combinations of the background cosmological pa-
rameters to accommodate some discrepancies observed.
To achieve that we invoke strong priors on the key back-
ground parameters such as Hubble constant H0, matter
density Ωm and σ8 consistent with low redshift obser-
vations and then reconstruct the form of the PPS that
results in the same CMB temperature observables corre-
sponding to the best fit ΛCDM model. For the purpose
of reconstruction, we use the modified Richardson-Lucy
(MRL) formalism that has been introduced in [14] and
has been subsequently used in [15, 16] for parameter es-
timation and consistency check besides aiming at finding
the features in the primordial power spectrum. For early
works on the Richardson-Lucy algorithm and its variants,
see [17–21].
Planck baseline is defined using standard ΛCDM
model with power law form of primordial power spec-
trum. In addition the sum of neutrino mass is fixed to
be 0.06eV and the effective number of relativistic species
is fixed to be 3.046. We use Planck baseline best-fit
power spectrum to Planck 2015 TT and lowT data and
we reconstruct the form of primordial power spectra that
matches the Planck best fit power spectrum while accom-
modating different and specifically chosen set of back-
ground cosmological parameters. Therefore, we use the
smooth best fit angular power spectrum (ΛCDM model
to Planck TT data) as an input data in our algorithm.
As the input power spectrum is always positive, we do
not use the binned reconstruction part even when the
signal-to-noise ratio falls [14].
In our analysis we assume that the signatures of non-
standard physics that may give rise to the discordance
in estimated parameters between Planck CMB and other
observations can be substantially captured by the fea-
tures in the reconstructed PPS. This assumption is mo-
tivated from some of our previous analyses. In [15, 21]
we demonstrated that allowing a free form of the PPS
increases the degeneracy in the background cosmologi-
cal parameters substantially. In [16], we showed, when
effects of CMB lensing is not included in the analysis,
MRL projects its partial imprints in the PPS as some
specific form of features.
Since we are using theoretical best fit and not the data,
we do not have the disadvantage of fitting noise. In par-
ticular, for Planck 2013 data combined from all frequency
channels, we had demonstrated in [16] that with higher
iterations, CMB lensing effect can be significantly mim-
icked by the reconstructed features.
To start with and to calculate the radiative transport
kernel we fix H0 = 73.48 km/s/Mpc [1]. To be consistent
with results from weak lensing surveys we consider the
matter density to be lower than the derived values for
the case of the standard ΛCDM model fitting the Planck
data. We find that using the Planck TT + lowT best fit
for ωb = Ωbh
2 and ωCDM = ΩCDMh
2 provides a value
of Ωm = 0.259 if H0 = 73.48 km/s/Mpc is used which is
suitable for our purpose. While heights the CMB acous-
tic peaks and dips are sensitive to ωb and ωCDM [22–24],
using the same values for our kernel results in minimal
features in the form of the primordial spectrum at large
scales.
Once we have the reconstructed form of the PPS from
our MRL algorithm, we include scope for some fine tun-
ing (in order to maximize the likelihood) by varying
Ascale the overall amplitude of the reconstructed PPS, al-
lowing a lateral shift of the feature positions using ∆ ln k
and also performing a Gaussian smoothing of the features
with a smoothing width of ∆smooth. Next we use the re-
constructed PPS for cosmological background parameter
estimation. While in the case of the standard ΛCDM
model one assumes a power-law form of the PPS to per-
form parameter estimation, here we fix the form of the
PPS to be what we have reconstructed and then estab-
lish how much cosmological parameters can vary while
satisfying Planck temperature observations. In particu-
lar we are interested to see how much Ωm and H0 can
vary around their fixed assumed values used to recon-
struct the primordial power spectrum.
For background parameters we use the conventional
parameters Ωbh
2, ΩCDMh
2, θ and τ that denotes baryon
and cold dark matter densities, the ratio of the sound
horizon to the angular diameter distance at decoupling
and the Thomson scattering optical depth respectively.
We use CAMB [25] and CosmoMC [26] for parameter esti-
mation. We calculate the angular power spectra at all
multipoles without interpolation. We use publicly avail-
able Planck 2015 data and likelihood codes [5, 27]. In
particular we use Planck TT + lowT data for compari-
son. We do not use the polarization data at this stage to
follow a conservative approach.
One important issue here to note is the CMB lensing.
In our reconstruction procedure and the likelihood anal-
ysis we considered the lensing effect for different forms of
the PPS and the choice of the background parameters.
In MRL formalism the angular power spectrum data
is used in unlensed format (Cunlensed` ) since the effect of
lensing needs to be subtracted in order to connect the
primordial spectrum to angular power spectrum via our
kernel which is a function of the background parameters.
Clensed` = Cunlensed` + Clensing template` (1)
In our work we aim to have the same CMB tempera-
ture angular power spectrum observables of the best fit
ΛCDM model for the case of our reconstruction. Hence
3to consider the lensing effect in our analysis, we should have the equality relation,
Cunlensed` [Planck best fit]+Clensing template` [Planck best fit] = Cunlensed` [assumed model]+Clensing template` [assumed model]
(2)
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FIG. 1: The shape of the reconstructed primordial power
spectra assuming H0 = 73.48 km/s/Mpc and Ωm = 0.259.
While for this combination ωb, ωCDM have the same values as
the case of the best fit ΛCDM model, these parameters can
satisfy local H0 measurement as well as the constraints from
weak lensing surveys. Different power spectra are drawn from
the samples that are consistent with the data after lateral
shifts and smoothing to the original reconstructed spectrum.
Note that in our analysis the Cunlensed` [assumed model]
is used for the reconstruction and our assumed model
described described earlier has the combination of Ωm =
0.259 and H0 = 73.48 km/s/Mpc where ωb, ωCDM and τ
are the same values of the best fit ΛCDM model.
RESULTS
Fig. 1 shows the reconstructed forms of the PPS as-
suming H0 = 73.48 km/s/Mpc and Ωm = 0.259 where
we also allow some lateral shifts or smoothing of the fea-
tures after the reconstruction to maximize the likelihood.
Results obtained overlap with each other to generate a
very narrow band. The reconstructed form of the PPS
show some prominent features at different scales. While
we see a suppression of power at large scales, we notice
sharp fluctuations in the form of the PPS at wavenum-
bers larger than 0.02 Mpc−1.
We present a comparison of the parameter constraints
between the standard ΛCDM model with power law PPS
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FIG. 2: Marginalized 68% and 95% confidence contours in
the Ωm and H0 plane. Planck 2015 constraints using power
law as PPS (in red) and using reconstructed PPS (in blue) are
shown. Note that the reconstruction prefers a higher value of
H0 that matches with the local Hubble parameter measure-
ment.
and the case of our study in Figs. 2 and 3. The com-
parison of the marginalized probabilities of these three
parameters are provided in Fig. 4. The power law case is
marked with Planck2015. Using the reconstructed PPS
leads to high H0 and low matter density around the as-
sumed initial values (where we fixed the kernel for recon-
struction) as expected. Using the reconstructed form of
the PPS reduces the size of the confidence ball consider-
ably because of the fine tuned features and no flexibility
in the tilt of the reconstructed PPS.
Constraints on σ8 however remains similar, and even
slightly larger than the case of the standard model with
power-law form of the PPS as we allow the overall am-
plitude of the power spectrum to vary and σ8 mainly
depends on this variation. We also plot the marginal-
ized constraints on Ωm and σ8 in Fig. 3 from the KiDS
observation [28] in the background. It is evident that
the 3σ tension can be removed by our specific form of
PPS from reconstruction. In fact the marginalized esti-
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FIG. 3: Marginalized 68% and 95% confidence contours
of Ωm and σ8 normalization. Planck 2015 constraints using
power law PPS (in red) and using reconstructed PPS (in blue)
are shown while KiDS-450 weak lensing constraints are shown
in grey. Note that the discrepancy is completely removed in
the case of our reconstruction where there is an overlap be-
tween the 1σ regions.
mated value of S8 = 0.811 ± 0.03 from our reconstruc-
tion fitting Planck CMB data is clearly more consistent
with S8 = 0.745 ± 0.038 from KiDS, S8 = 0.783+0.025−0.021
from DES and S8 = 0.737 ± 0.038 from CFHTLenS (in
comparison with the case of the power law PPS). It is
intriguing that our reconstructed form of the PPS com-
bined with the choice of the parameters we assumed, can
indeed satisfy Planck CMB data as well as the local Hub-
ble measurement and also resolves the tension between
the Planck measured values of matter density and mat-
ter power normalization σ8 with that inferred using the
lensing data from KiDS-450, DES and other weak lensing
surveys.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we project the inconsistencies in the es-
timated values of the key cosmological parameters as-
suming the concordance cosmological model from differ-
ent surveys, to the form of the primordial spectrum. In
other words, we reconstruct a form of the primordial
spectrum that for a particular set of cosmological pa-
rameters (that are consistent with different low redshift
observations), can result identically as the case of the
concordance ΛCDM model with power-law form of the
PPS fitting Planck CMB temperature data. In the re-
sult section we show that this is possible. The particular
form of the reconstructed PPS derived by enforcing the
higher values of H0 from local measurements also satisfies
the lower value of S8 estimated by various weak lensing
surveys. While the main purpose of this paper has been
to demonstrate this possibility, there are few important
issues to note:
1. The features at high k values are very similar to the
features we reconstructed previously in [16] when
we did not consider CMB lensing (trying to project
the effect on the form of the PPS). While in our
analysis we have considered the lensing effect for
each point in the parameter space, our results ap-
pear to suggest that the CMB lensing templates
prefer a background cosmology very close to the
concordance model with its best fit parameters. It
is not so straightforward to interpret this observa-
tion however, it might be worthy of further inves-
tigation. Our results indirectly suggest that the
lensing templates which we use to analyze CMB
data can have substantial effect on the constraints
on the form of the PPS and background cosmolog-
ical parameters. This might not be evident when
we use a power-law form of the PPS, but the issue
brought to light more clearly when features in the
form of the primordial spectrum are allowed.
2. At face value it appears to be unnatural to generate
the complex form of the reconstructed PPS within
an inflationary scenario without extreme fine tun-
ing. However, we do not provide any conclusive rea-
son to close the possibility of a physical early Uni-
verse explanation. In fact the reconstructed form
of the PPS at large scales might provide a hint for a
specific phenomenological model while at the small
scales we might have to consider other issues such
as the lensing effects indicated in the earlier point.
3. Using polarization data it should be possible to val-
idate further the possibility of the reconstructed
form of the PPS. Likewise, using polarization data
we might be able to look for a more optimized form
of the PPS to remove tensions from different obser-
vations. This is deferred to future study.
4. A wider exploration of the underlying parameter
space of the cosmological model would be essen-
tial to reveal potential routes to ameliorate the dis-
agreements in cosmological parameters inferred. In
this work we fixed two of the key cosmological pa-
rameters, H0 and Ωm for reconstruction. An in-
teresting possible extension of this work where the
parameters are held fixed for the MRL reconstruc-
tion, is then to allow them to vary within a par-
ticular range of interest. This is planned for future
works.
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FIG. 4: Marginalized probability distribution of H0 [left], Ωm [centre], σ8 [right] are plotted. The Hubble parameter constraints
are shifted to higher values that agrees with the local measurement of H0 [1]. The mean value of matter density is substantially
lower in the case of our reconstruction compared to the baseline case. Note that in both the cases the constraints are tighter
in the case of reconstruction as its form has been fixed while there is a flexibility in the tilt of the power-law PPS. The σ8
normalization constraints are comparable in both cases as we allow an overall amplitude shift of the PPS which is directly
connected to the amplitude of the σ8.
5. We considered a combination of key cosmological
parameters in order to satisfy the local H0 mea-
surement as well as estimations of the σ8 and S8
from weak lensing surveys. However, these con-
straints from weak lensing surveys are generally
based on assumption of the concordance model it-
self where power-law form of the primordial spec-
trum is assumed. While we have a different form
of the PPS from our reconstruction, observational
constraints of σ8 and S8 might become slightly dif-
ferent from what they have been reported! In fact
a comprehensive analysis requires an iterative ap-
proach considering all the theoretical effects as well
as the effects on observational constraints. This is
also beyond the scope of this work which requires a
more generalized pipeline to estimate cosmological
parameters.
6. Though we did not discuss in the paper, our result
may also alleviate the tension between the cosmo-
logical constant dark energy and the Ly-α forest
BAO measurement at z = 2.33 [29]. The tension
has been reported as a serious problem for the cos-
mological constant and a hint for an evolving dark
energy [11, 12]. By allowing a lower matter density
(with respect to the standard model cosmology fit-
ting Planck data), the expansion history h(z) in the
case of Λ dark energy can have substantially lower
values at redshifts higher than two that may help
to make this model more consistent with the Ly-α
BAO observations.
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